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Homework Review!
Before (12.0 RG /194 words) After (8.0 RGL/59 words) 

This Site provides information to help residents resolve their 
legal problems. The information on this Site is not legal advice. 
Legal information is not the same as legal advice, which is the 
application of law to an individual's specific circumstances. The 
information on this Site is not a substitute for and does not 
replace the advice or representation of a licensed attorney. 
Although the State Bar Foundation and the Poverty Law 
Program go to great lengths to make sure the information on the 
Site is accurate and up to date, we make no claim as to the 
accuracy of this information and are not responsible for any 
consequences that may result from the use of this Site. We 
recommend that you consult with a licensed attorney if you want 
assurance that the information on the Site and your 
interpretation of it are appropriate for your particular situation. 
You should not and are not authorized to rely on this Site as a 
source of legal advice. The use of this Site does not create an 
attorney-client relationship between the State Bar Foundation or 
the Poverty Law Program and any user.  

This website provides legal 
information, not legal 
advice. Using this site does 
not create an attorney-
client relationship. If you 
need legal advice, talk to a 
lawyer. 

We do our best to bring you 
current, accurate 
information, but there’s no 
way we can keep 
everything current all the 
time. You use this 
information at your own 
risk.  



Todayʼs lesson!
�  What is cultural competence?!

�  Cultural competence and readability!

�  Legal case studies of cultural competence  
and incompetence!

�  How do we identify the cultural features of our audience?!

�  What happens if we are not culturally competent?!



What is cultural competence?!

A relatively new concept that combines two old 
ideas: culture and competence.!



What is culture?!
Culture is socially transmitted knowledge shared by a group  
of people. We learn culture by being part of a group. We  
may not think about it consciously. It includes:!
�  Customs, traditions and language!
�  Values and worldview!
�  Ideas about what is right and wrong!
�  Gender roles!
�  History!
Remember: Our culture is a culture, but it is not the only one.!



What is competence?!

Competence means being skilled, expert, or 
capable of doing something.!

Cultural competence simply means being able to 
interact effectively with people from different 
cultures. !



Cultural competence requires:!
�  Awareness of your own culture,!
�  No ethnocentrism or cultural biases,!

�  An open attitude toward cultural differences, !

�  Some knowledge of different cultural practices and 
worldviews, and!

�  Learning how to ask the right questions.!



What does cultural competence  
have to do with readability?!
Just like readability, cultural competence is all about knowing 
your audience:!
�  Are they native English speakers?!
�  What is their cultural or ethnic background?!
�  How old are they?!
�  What is their educational and economic background?!
�  Do they have physical or mental disabilities or conditions?!
Remember: The better we know our audience, the better we 
can write and provide services.!



How to make documents readable and 
culturally competent!

We have talked about some features of cultural 
competence:!

�  Graphics look like audience and do not offend!

�  Appropriate colors and formats!

�  Familiar language!





Readable and relevant?!
You can follow all the readability rules:!
�  Appropriate RGL!
�  Familiar language and translation, if needed!
�  Readable font!
�  Good length!
But if the topic or concepts are not appropriate or 

understandable, your document is not relevant.!





Case studies!

For each case study, consider:!

�  What cultural issues affect this case?!

�  Suggestions to better handle the situation?!

�  How could you prepare culturally competent and 
readable documents for this case?!



Case 1: Maria, Spanish speaking woman!

�  Maria’s bilingual husband was physically and verbally 
abusive. He locked her in the house and would not let 
her use the phone or get a job.  

�  In court, she did not speak up in her own behalf, mostly 
because she did not understand what was going on.  

�  Her husband dominated the proceedings. He pretended 
to get her agreement without explaining things to her.  

�  Finally, a court self-help center attorney took Maria 
aside, got the real story, and found pro bono 
representation for her. 







Case 2: Lia, a 3-month old Hmong  
child with epilepsy!
�  Lia Lee’s doctors prescribed a complex regimen of 

medications to control her seizures.  

�  Her parents felt the epilepsy was caused by Lia losing 
her soul. The drugs were too complicated, so they did not 
give them to her. Instead Lia’s parents did everything 
they know according to their Hmong beliefs to help her, 
including consulting the shaman, sacrificing animals, and 
buying amulets.  

�  The doctors felt her parents were endangering her life, 
and called Child Protective Services. Lia was put in 
Foster Care. 





Case 3: Wage Dispute!

�  2 older Filipina women had a dispute with their 
employer about the hours they worked!

�  A young female law student was assigned to help 
them since she was fluent in Tagalog!

�  The younger woman had concerns over being in a 
position of authority with the 2 older women!

�  The older women did not keep records!
�  The Filipino Community Center provided assistance!



Case 4: Voting Rights Act!

Why do we need language assistance in voting? Arenʼt 
all citizens expected to know English?!
�  Citizenship exam requires a certain level of English!
�  Some citizens exempt!
�  Voter information and initiatives use complex 

language!
�  Even native speakers have a hard time 

understanding!





How do you identify the cultural features 
of your audience?!
Ask and do some research.!

�  Check agency records about past and current clients!

�  If you work with interpreters, ask them!

�  Consider the types of organizations that are found  
in your community or state!

�  Look up census information for your state or 
community!

!





Why cultural competence?!

�  Hundreds of cultures and languages in the U.S.!

�  Vulnerable crime victims, but donʼt seek help!

�  Language barriers in access to justice!

�  Law schools are starting to offer or require cultural 
competence training!



What happens if we are culturally 
incompetent? !
�  Discrimination – intentional and unintentional 

�  Cultural, religious and other needs are not satisfied 

�  Clients have further problems 

�  Communication fails 

�  Lawsuits and investigation for civil rights violations 

�  Negative attention in the media 



�  Reading: !
�  Readability, pages 33-51: Before & After Samples!

�  Practice: !
�  Identify your audience:!

�  What do you know about the people you write for?!
�  Cultural, ethnic, economic and educational background!
�  Age, gender and disabilities!
�  Other specific characteristics!

�  If you use graphics, what would they be? (Images, colors)!
�  What is your target reading grade level?!

Homework: due Monday, June 11, 9 a.m. PST 


